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Abstract

Knowledge distillation has been proven effec-
tive when customizing small language mod-
els for specific tasks. Here, a corpus as ‘text-
book’ plays an indispensable role, only through
which the teacher can teach the student. Pre-
vailing methods adopt a two-stage distillation
paradigm: general distillation first with task-
agnostic general corpus and task-specific distil-
lation next with augmented task-specific corpus.
We argue that such a paradigm may not be op-
timal. In general distillation, it’s extravagant
to let the diverse but desultory general knowl-
edge overwhelms the limited model capacity of
the student. While in task-specific distillation,
the task corpus is usually limited and narrow,
preventing the student from learning enough
knowledge. To mitigate the issues in the two
gapped corpora, we present a better textbook
for the student to learn: contextualized corpus
that contextualizes task corpus with large-scale
general corpus through relevance-based text re-
trieval. Experimental results on GLUE bench-
mark demonstrate that contextualized corpus is
the better textbook compared with jointly us-
ing general corpus and augmented task-specific
corpus. Surprisingly, it enables task-specific
distillation from scratch without general dis-
tillation while maintaining comparable perfor-
mance, making it more flexible to customize
the student model with desired model size un-
der various computation constraints.

1 Introduction

Pre-trained language models (PLMs) have achieved
remarkable success in a wide range of tasks (Devlin
et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Song et al., 2019; Raf-
fel et al., 2020; Brown et al., 2020). However, their
satisfactory performance comes at the expense of

∗ Corresponding author: Dongyan Zhao.

high computation cost, which makes them not ap-
plicable in resource-scarce scenarios. To ease the
burden, substantial efforts have been made to com-
press large PLMs into small ones with minimum
performance degradation, among which we focus
on knowledge distillation (Hinton et al., 2015).

In the literature of language model distillation,
a major line of research is the objective functions
(Sanh et al., 2019; Jiao et al., 2020; Hou et al., 2020;
Sun et al., 2020; Fu et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021;
Park et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2022;
Zhou et al., 2022) that define how to teach the stu-
dent. However crucial, there is another factor that
plays an indispensable role in knowledge distilla-
tion: the corpus as ‘textbook’, only through which
the student can be taught. Previous work (Jiao et al.,
2020) proposed a general-then-task-specific distil-
lation paradigm, where the student is first taught
on large-scale general corpus by a task-agnostic
PLM and then distilled on task corpus by an in-task
fine-tuned PLM. Though verified effective, we ar-
gue that this paradigm may not be optimal for two
reasons. (1) Given the downstream task, it’s wise
to directly transfer the task-specific knowledge in-
stead of overwhelming the student of limited model
capacity with diverse but desultory general knowl-
edge derived from general corpus and task-agnostic
teacher. (2) When transferring task-specific knowl-
edge, the task corpus is usually limited and nar-
row, which is not enough for the in-task fine-tuned
teacher to transfer its abundant task-specific knowl-
edge before the student begins overfitting.

We propose that the silver bullet for customizing
a small student model into specific tasks is to trans-
fer as much task-specific knowledge as possible
while preventing the student model from overfit-
ting. To achieve this goal, an in-task fine-tuned
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teacher (aka. task-specific teacher) is indispensable
without doubt. But what ‘textbook’ should we use
to teach the student? A large-scale general corpus?
Abundant and diverse but lacking task-relevance. A
task corpus with some kind of data augmentation?
Highly relevant to tasks but limited and narrow.
Herein, we propose contextualized corpus, a bet-
ter ‘textbook’ that marries up task-relevance with
abundance and diversity for task-specific knowl-
edge distillation. The contextualized corpus, as the
name implies, is constructed by contextualizing the
task corpus with large-scale general corpus through
relevance-based text retrieval, enriching the limited
task corpus with abundant data that not only holds
high task-relevance but also keeps as diverse as gen-
eral corpus. Therefore, it acts as the better textbook
with which the in-task fine-tuned teacher can trans-
fer enough task-specific knowledge to the student
without worrying about overfitting.

We conduct experiments of task-specific knowl-
edge distillation on GLUE benchmark (Wang et al.,
2018). The results demonstrate that the utilization
of the proposed contextualized corpus largely im-
proves the performance over the previous method
that jointly used general corpus and augmented
task corpus. Moreover, we find that contextualized
corpus enables us to get rid of general distillation
as initialization, making it possible to customize
small models with desired model size flexibly.

Our contributions are two folds: (1) We propose
contextualized corpus, a better textbook compared
with the combination of general corpus and aug-
mentation task corpus, through which task-specific
knowledge can be better transferred to student. (2)
We conduct comprehensive experiments to study
the utilization of contextualized corpus under dif-
ferent distillation settings and provide detailed anal-
yses to demonstrate its superiority.

2 Method

2.1 Contextualized Corpus as Textbook

When transferring the knowledge from a teacher
to a student, a corpus as textbook is indispensable.
For different purpose, various types of corpus are
adopted such as general corpus and task corpus
with possible data augmentation (Jiao et al., 2020;
Liang et al., 2020). Aiming at task-specific knowl-
edge distillation, we propose a better textbook, con-
textualized corpus to mitigate the aforementioned
issues of the two gapped corpora by marrying up
task-relevance with abundance and diversity.

Task Mode

Adaptation

Random

General
Distillation Contextualized Corpus 

as Textbook

Task-specific Teacher1 2 3

Figure 1: Our framework for task-specific distillation.

Given a task, we aim to gather the task-specific
knowledge from abundant and diverse world knowl-
edge as its ‘context’ to enrich the limited and nar-
row original task corpus. Specifically, we treat each
sentence xi in a task corpus D = {(xi, yi)}ni=1 as
an anchor with which we retrieve the top-k relevant
sentences from a large-scale general corpus using
BM25 (Robertson and Zaragoza, 2009) for its sim-
plicity and efficiency following Yao et al. (2022).
Hereby we obtain a contextualized corpus for this
task DCC = {{xji}kj=1}ni=1. Then we simply merge
the retrieved sentences derived from all the anchor
sentences and remove duplicate sentences to obtain
the final version of contextualized corpus.

2.2 Distillation Framework

Our distillation framework is illustrated in Fig. 1,
which can be disentangled into three parts:

(1) Student initialization where a student model
is initialized in a task-agnostic manner (i.e., initial-
ized either randomly or with general distillation).
We experiment on different student initialization.

(2) Task-specific knowledge injection where an
in-task fine-tuned teacher model transfers its task-
specific knowledge to the student using some ob-
jective functions with some corpus as textbook.
We mainly focus on the choice of textbook while
adopting the off-the-shelf MiniLMv2 (Wang et al.,
2021) as the objective since most studies of distil-
lation objectives in the context of language model
compression is task-agnostic. Concretely, we study
three types of textbook: general corpus which is
the combination of English Wikipedia and Book-
Corpus (Zhu et al., 2015) (abbr. WikiBook), task
corpus with data augmentation by contextual word
replacement (Jiao et al., 2020) (abbr. TaskDA), and
our proposed contextualized corpus (abbr. CC).

(3) Task mode adaptation where the student
equipped with task-specific knowledge is finally
adapted to the input-output mode (e.g., classifica-
tion) of the task, which can be achieved by fine-
tuning it with gold labels, distilling it with teacher’s
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MNLI SST-2 RTE MRPC CoLA STS-B QQP QNLI

Task # Cases 392703 67350 2491 3669 8551 5750 363847 104744

TaskDA
# Cases 8017849 1107141 143018 225057 210911 319959 7573531 4229751
File Size 1.4G 66M 46M 53M 9.2M 39M 924M 940M

CC
# Cases 3848189 3821674 3433959 3777625 3677210 3543323 3732885 3899863
Top-k 10 150 1000 800 900 500 20 50
File Size 1.6G 1.5G 1.7G 1.8G 1.6G 1.7G 1.7G 1.8G

Table 1: The statistics of various types of corpus.

predictions, or the combination of both. As we find
that these choices of task mode adaptation don’t
change comparison results of (2), we choose fine-
tuning on the labeled task corpus for simplicity.

Under this distillation framework, we aim to sys-
tematically study the utilization of contextualized
corpus as well as to demonstrate its superiority over
other corpora. Therefore, we compare the perfor-
mance of using contextualized corpus as textbook
against other counterparts considering different in-
fluential factors, including the student (randomly
initialized v.s. with general distillation) and the
teacher (task-specific v.s. task-agnostic / general).

3 Experiments

Datasets. We conduct experiments on GLUE
benchmark (Wang et al., 2018). Based on orig-
inal GLUE datasets, we construct two types of
corpora: TaskDA and CC. For TaskDA, we fol-
low the exact data augmentation setting as Jiao
et al. (2020). For CC, we first collect the anchor set
based on which the relevant sentences are retrieved.
For single-sentence tasks (i.e., SST-2, CoLA), each
sentence is an anchor. For sentence-pair tasks (i.e.,
MNLI, QQP, QNLI, RTE, MRPC, STS-B), we
treat each sentence of the pair as a separate an-
chor. After removing duplicate anchor sentences
in the anchor set, we next retrieve top-k relevant
sentences from the 160G pre-training corpus of
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) for each anchor sen-
tence using BM25 (Robertson and Zaragoza, 2009)
with the extracted keywords as queries (Rose et al.,
2010). We choose different top-k for different tasks
to make sure CC for each task has similar amounts
of data (around 1.6G-1.8G). We build this retrieval
system following Yao et al. (2022). The statistics
of various corpus are shown in Table 1.

Implementations. For distillation, we adopt
RoBERTalarge (Liu et al., 2019) as the teacher
model and a transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)
with 6 layers and 384 hidden dimensions as the
student model. When we use CC or WikiBook as

the textbook to teach the student, the maximum
input length is 128, the maximum training step is
400k, the warmup ratio (WR) is 0.01, the weight
decay (WD) is 0.01, the batch size (BS) is 256, the
learning rate (LR) is 6e-4, following Wang et al.
(2021). As for using TaskDA, when the student
model is randomly initialized, the hyperparame-
ters remain the same for a fair comparison. When
the student model has already been distilled (i.e.,
initialized with general distillation or task-specific
distillation on CC), we change the following hyper-
parameters: LR is 1e-4, WR is 0.06, the maximum
training steps for tasks are defined by their maxi-
mum training epoch which is 10 for MNLI, QNLI,
QQP, 20 for SST-2, MRPC, RTE, STS-B and 50
for CoLA, following the suggestion by Jiao et al.
(2020). When we first fine-tune RoBERTalarge and
finally fine-tune the task-specific distilled student
model, the maximum input length is 128, the train-
ing epoch is 10, WR is 0.06 and WD is 0.01. For
MNLI, QQP, QNLI and SST-2, BS is 32, LR is 1e-
5. For MRPC, RTE, CoLA and STS-B, we choose
LR from {1e-5, 2e-5} and BS from {16, 32}.

3.1 Main Results

The main results are shown in Table 2. Overall,
the incorporation of contextualized corpus largely
boosts the performance. Moreover, we provide
three detailed findings as follows:

Contextualized Corpus is the better textbook. It
can be observed that however the student is initial-
ized, using the proposed CC as the textbook is bet-
ter than using WikiBook, TaskDA, and their com-
bination. We first compare WikiBook and TaskDA.
When the student is randomly initialized and the
task-specific teacher is used, using WikiBook as the
textbook is significantly better than using TaskDA
on low-resource tasks (e.g., RTE, MRPC, CoLA,
and STS-B) and is comparable on other tasks that
have moderate or large amounts of training exam-
ples. A similar trend can be found in the setting
where the student is initialized from general distil-
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Init Teacher Data MNLI-m SST-2 RTE MRPC CoLA STS-B QQP QNLI AVG

RoBERTalarge 90.6 96.2 89.5 90.9 72.3 92.2 92.2 94.8 89.8
RoBERTabase 87.6 94.8 78.7 90.2 63.6 91.2 91.9 92.8 86.4

Random

General

WikiBook++ ♦ 84.1 92.0 67.9 87.5 35.6 88.5 90.5 90.5 79.6
WikiBook 83.2 92.0 65.0 87.0 37.4 87.0 89.8 91.1 79.1
TaskDA 83.2 92.4 57.0 80.4 40.0 84.3 90.8 89.9 77.3
CC 84.3 93.5 73.7 87.8 44.8 88.8 91.0 90.8 81.8

Task

WikiBook 85.8 93.4 78.7 90.9 49.2 90.5 90.9 91.9 83.9
TaskDA 86.6 93.0 59.9 81.7 37.8 85.0 91.6 89.8 78.2
CC 87.0 95.2 82.3 90.9 51.4 91.5 91.3 92.1 85.2
CC&TaskDA 87.6 94.8 81.2 90.7 58.4 91.3 91.8 92.4 86.0

MiniLMv2

General
WikiBook 84.0 91.9 67.3 87.0 36.4 88.1 90.3 90.2 79.4
TaskDA 84.1 92.4 71.8 88.5 45.0 88.4 90.7 90.5 81.4
CC 84.2 93.5 72.6 86.5 47.6 88.8 90.9 91.3 81.9

Task

WikiBook 85.8 93.8 79.8 90.0 47.2 90.6 91.3 92.1 83.8
TaskDA ♠ 87.0 93.6 74.4 88.7 52.2 90.1 91.6 91.7 83.7
CC 87.1 95.2 82.0 91.2 52.2 91.4 91.3 92.5 85.3
CC&TaskDA 87.4 95.0 80.9 90.4 57.5 91.0 91.7 92.4 85.8

Table 2: Evaluation results on the dev set of GLUE benchmark. Model with ♦ is the generally distilled MiniLMv2
model using ~160G general corpus, and model labeled with ♠ is the framework proposed by Jiao et al. (2020).

lation. This finding indicates that abundance and
diversity are much more crucial than task-relevance
when task corpus is limited and narrow, given a
task-specific teacher. Moreover, the model using
CC achieves superior performance than using Wik-
iBook, TaskDA, and their combination (i.e., previ-
ous general-then-task-specific framework (♠) (Jiao
et al., 2020)) by increasing task-relevance while
not damaging abundance and diversity. In addition,
we also explore whether an additional distillation
stage using TaskDA can further improve the stu-
dent distilled with CC and fail to find consistent
results among tasks. We leave the strategy of joint
utilization of CC and TaskDA for future work.

General distillation is dispensable when provided
with contextualized corpus. Comparing the mod-
els distilled by task-specific teacher using TaskDA
but with different initialization, we can find that
a general distillation as initialization significantly
improves the performance of low-resource tasks
since models easily overfit the limited task data
without general distillation as a good initialization
point. But now with the introduction of contextual-
ized corpus that is both abundant and task-relevant,
the teacher can transfer its abundant task-specific
knowledge to a randomly initialized student with-
out worrying about overfitting, making it possible
to distill a task-specific student model from scratch
while keeping comparable performance with gen-
eral distillation as initialization. This allows for
more flexible customization of student model with
various model sizes under different resource re-

quirements rather than being trapped by a few re-
leased generally distilled models.
Task-specific teacher itself can transfer task-
specific knowledge whatever data is used. Com-
paring the models using general teacher with task-
specific teacher, we can find that the latter is gen-
erally much better on all types of data. The most
interesting comparison is between two types of
teacher on WikiBook, which is a task-agnostic gen-
eral corpus. The one with task-specific teacher
largely outperforms the one with general teacher
on all tasks and achieves comparable performance
with the previous method (♠) (Jiao et al., 2020)
that strongly depends on carefully designed task
data augmentation. This finding indicates that task-
specific knowledge can be transferred through a
general corpus by a task-specific teacher.

3.2 Discussions

Larger CC, better results? Recall that in our pri-
mary experiment we collect roughly 1.6G-1.8G
data for CC of each task. Now we analyze the in-
fluence of data scale based on Figure 2. As the data
scale increases (i.e., from purple to red), the curves
first move up then coincide on resource-rich task
(i.e., MNLI). While for other tasks with moderate
or scarce data, the best performance is achieved
with top-80% or even top-40% of full CC. This
observation indicates that blindly enlarging CC is
not worthwhile since there is a trade-off between
abundance and task-relevance.
Why does contextualized corpus so helpful? We
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Figure 2: The accuracy curve of different training steps based on different proportions of contextualized corpus.

Task 100.0 88.3 72.2 71.7 71.6 71.4 71.3 53.9

MNLI

Task 100.0 77.5 40.8 40.5 40.2 39.9 39.8 26.4

SST-2

Task 100.0 71.7 37.2 36.4 36.1 35.9 35.7 23.5

CoLA

Task
TaskDA

CC-top20%

CC-top40%

CC-top60%

CC-top80%

CC-top100%
WikiBook

Task 100.0 75.7 61.0 60.5 60.0 59.7 59.6 45.1

RTE

Figure 3: vocabulary overlap among different corpora.

assume the reason why contextualized corpus is
such effective lies in that it keeps as abundant and
diverse as general corpus while increasing task-
relevance. To verify this assumption, we analyze
the diversity and task-relevance of different types
of corpus. For diversity, we adopt Distinct-n (Li
et al., 2016; Tao et al., 2018) (abbr. D-n) which cal-
culates the ratio of distinct n-grams in a corpus as
the metric. To make this metric comparable across
corpora, we randomly sample a subset for larger
corpora to make sure it has approximately the same
# uni-grams as the smallest corpus (i.e., Task in
the upper block and TaskDA in the lower block
in Table 3) in each comparison group. It can be
observed from the upper block that both Task and
TaskDA are much narrow and lacks diversity com-
pared with CC and WikiBook. Moreover, when
augmenting the task corpus from Task to TaskDA,
the diversity gap between TaskDA and CC / Wiki-
Book is further widened, indicating that traditional
data augmentation method enlarges the task corpus
at the cost of diversity degradation. While for task-
relevance, we employ top-5k vocabulary overlap
as the measurement following Gururangan et al.
(2020). From Figure 3 we can indicate that TaskDA
keeps high task-relevance with the original Task
corpus as we expect, and CC shows much more
task-relevance than WikiBook. Therefore by ana-
lyzing these two perspectives, we conclude that the
superiority of CC lies in that it successfully com-
bines task-relevance with abundance and diversity.

MNLI SST-2 CoLA RTE
D-1 D-2 D-1 D-2 D-1 D-2 D-1 D-2

Task 0.6 12.3 2.5 13.5 8.5 42.8 11.9 60.1
TaskDA 0.6 19.1 3.7 37.2 10.9 53.5 11.4 56.1
CC 2.4 31.4 8.2 56.2 18.9 73.8 14.8 69.1
WikiBook 2.5 31.7 8.1 54.4 18.4 70.9 14.2 65.9

TaskDA 0.03 3.8 0.3 11.8 1.0 16.8 0.4 10.3
CC 1.0 14.5 2.6 32.5 4.9 46.0 2.8 33.3
WikiBook 0.8 15.7 2.5 32.0 5.3 45.4 3.0 34.4

Table 3: Distinct-n metric of different corpora.

4 Conclusion

We study different influential factors of task-
specific knowledge distillation and propose contex-
tualized corpus, a theoretically simple yet highly
effective textbook through which the student can
better learn task-specific knowledge from teacher.

Limitations. We improve the performance of
task-specific knowledge distillation by proposing
contextualized corpus, a better textbook for the
student to learn task-specific knowledge from the
teacher. Though theoretically simple, the construc-
tion of contextualized corpus is a bit more complex
than traditional data augmentation, which needs
a large-scale general corpus as the candidate pool
as well as a text retrieval pipeline that should be
accurate and efficient.

Ethical Statement. This paper studies task-
specific knowledge distillation in natural language
understanding and proposes contextualized corpus
through which task-specific knowledge can be bet-
ter transferred to the student. This research doesn’t
pose ethical issues. The datasets we adopted are
publicly available and generally used by other re-
searchers. The proposed method introduces no
ethical/social bias.
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